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NOTES AND PARAMETERS:

Course has been measured in accordance with USATF/RRTC
requirements, using the Shortest Possible Route (SPR) Method,
and to within 12" of all curbs and defined road and path edges.

Runners have use of full road and path widths except as follows:
1.  On the PARK ROAD runners shall keep to their left of the
     center line in areas where opposing runners are returning
     in opposite direction.

Elevations are relative and are as observed using imaging on
Google Earth.com.  They are expressed in meters in accordance
with current USATF protocol.
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FINISH: On the paved Path in
front of the amphitheater stage,
and more accurately 10' SW of the
SW edge of the metal drain grating 
in front of the stage, and also 62' NE
of light pole #SPSK6 300 440. 
No marking was made at this point.
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MILE 1: On the paved
Path approx. 467' SE
of the SE side of the
Ranger Station, and
more accurately 107' 
SE of the SE edge of
the concrete slab at 
the bench marked
in memory Francesco
Gallelli, and also 73'
SE of wood Light Pole
#G37861 on the NE 
edge of the Path.
No mark was made
at this point.

START

START: On the Park
Road, exactly 107' 
back (south of) the
center of a 12" wide
bituminous strip
across the road, and
also being 135' SE of
a sign: SPEED LIMIT 
15, on the east side
of the road. No mark
was made at this
point

Note: Exit to Park
Road is on the
easternmost of

two paved paths.
Marked by small

yellow turning 
arrows.

MILE 2:  On the 
paved bituminous 
Path leading out to
Park Road (north
of Parking Lot 'G')
and more accurately 
120' before (in the
direction of running)
a fixed Trash Can
on the NW side of
the Path. No mark
was made.

TURNAROUND 'A': on center of Park
Road, 6' southwest of the southwest
end of the dividing  island at the north-
east park entrance. Marked by a cross in
a circle, with a clockwise turning arrow,
in yellow paint. Runners turn at this point
only on the first loop out.

On the second loop to
the northeast, runners
turn left (off Park Road)
at a yellow turning arrow
to cross a short grass
strip for about 60' to turn
left onto a paved Path at
a yellow arrow, to return
back southwest to MILE 3
and the FINISH.
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ELEVATIONS:
(in meters)

Start:        24.1
Finish:      21.0
Highest:   27.7
Lowest:    22.6
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